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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poll: What word comes to mind when you look at the word FAT?Poll: Y/N - Have you ever called yourself fat whether it was true or not?



About Me

• I was thinner than Michelle

• I was fit and fat

• I tried everything, even surgery

• Started by talking at work

• Unapologetically fat, but still a struggle



Last year at the Forum…
What’s the Big Fat Deal?
Online feedback was typically blaming:

• “Stop trying to justify your laziness. The reason you're fat is because of you.”

• “Oh, so being fat has consequences? Too bad!”

• “If you don’t like being discriminated against, lose weight!”



The Blame Dynamic

Why do we blame?

• Fundamental Attribution Error
• Hindsight Bias
• Just World Phenomenon

--VeryWellMind.com, 2018-2019



Fundamental Attribution Error
• SELF: We attribute positive outcomes to our internal characteristics and 

attribute negative outcomes to external factors.
• OTHERS: We tend do the opposite (i.e. They got lucky, they’re well-

connected, etc.).



Fundamental Attribution Error and Culture

The Fundamental Attribution Error is most common in 
individualistic cultures (e.g. United States, Ireland, Australia, 
South Africa and Germany):

• Bootstrap culture
• Dependency = weakness
• Uniqueness and self-sufficiency is key
• The American Dream is for everyone!



Hindsight Bias
• Humans look back at significant events and wonder how we might have responded. 
• However, retroactive consideration provides additional and crucial information key to 

problem-solving.



Just World Phenomenon
• To function in our society, we need to feel that life is fair (even though we know it’s not).  
• This assumption promotes the illusion that “bad things don’t happen to good people.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Homeless people should just get a job. I work, they should work too.”“If poor people took pride in themselves, they wouldn't be poor." "Why should I care about low wage earners? They should get an education if they want a better life." "Black men would do better in life if they stopped acting like thugs and pulled up their pants." "If immigrants don't want to lose their children, they shouldn't come here illegally." "What did she expect dressed like that? Guys can't control themselves when you put it on a silver platter." 



NOVA scienceNOW : 22 - Obesity
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjb
hMM1vpWY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leptin maniaDo you agree with the “Spring Theory” of weight?Blame seems to override any possibility of genes being involved.The genetic factor is almost as high as height. Can you imagine telling someone to get shorter or taller? Never. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjbhMM1vpWY


Poll Time!

Yes or No: 
Do you agree with the “Spring Theory” 
of weight mentioned in the video?



NOVA scienceNOW : 22 - Obesity
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjb
hMM1vpWY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leptin is a hormone made by fat – one would think the fatter you are, the more leptin you would have.Note that even in this PBS piece, all the fat people shown “in the wild” are headless.Teresa’s receptor is faulty. She never receives a message that she is full. Her entire life, not even once. Do you think Teresa’s faulty receptor impacts her ability to lose weight A) a lot, B) somewhat, C) a little D) not at all, she can lose weight with enough willpower. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjbhMM1vpWY


Poll Time!

How much do you think Teresa’s faulty receptor 
impacts her ability to lose weight? 
A) a lot
B) somewhat
C) a little 
D) not at all, she can lose weight with enough 
willpower. 



NOVA scienceNOW : 22 - Obesity
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fj
bhMM1vpWY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Personal story about me not thinking this is my issue, but since there are so many other genes that factor into metabolism that aren’t yet discovered and studied it’s very possible that nearly everyone who is severely obese has some type of issue. And since obesity rates are going up and up, research might want to focus on environmental or processed food factors that might be triggering these genes.Teresa cried with relief that there was a real medical reason why regulating her eating was so hard.Poll Y/N: If you science found out unequivocally that severe obesity is NOT the person’s fault and has a medical reason, would you feel more empathy to very large people of size?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjbhMM1vpWY


Poll Time!

Yes or No: 
If science found unequivocally that severe 
obesity is NOT the person’s fault and has a 
medical reason, would you feel more empathy 
to very large people?



NOVA scienceNOW : 22 - Obesity
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fj
bhMM1vpWY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“it’s their biology that makes it difficult for them to lose those pounds, not some personal failing.”Acceptance of one’s bodily limitations frees the mind to more useful pursuits.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjbhMM1vpWY


Poll Time!

Yes or No: 
After watching this NOVA story, do you agree 
with Dr. Friedman that “It’s their biology that 
makes it difficult for them to lose those pounds, 
not some personal failing.”



Size Discrimination 
is Real & Damaging

• No federal law protects workers from workplace discrimination based on body size.

• Michigan is the only state that has a law prohibiting discrimination based on weight and 
height.

• Only these few cities that have enacted anti-fat discrimination laws, including 
Washington DC, San Francisco, CA, Santa Cruz, CA, Birmingham, NY, Urbana, IL and 
Madison WI.



Size Discrimination 
is Real & Damaging

• Contrary to negative stereotypes, employees of size are as conscientious, agreeable, extroverted, 
and emotionally stable as their smaller counterparts. 

--Michigan State University, 2008

• White females earn 9% less in salary for every 65 pounds they are over average weight 
counterparts, equaling 1.5 years of education or 3 years of work experience.

--The Journal of Human Resources, 2004 

• Only 15.6% of hiring professionals said they would hire an overweight woman.  20% described fat 
women as lazy, 21% deemed them unprofessional and only 18% said they had leadership potential. 

--Fairygodboss.com, 2017



Why Does it Matter?
The Gender & Race Wage Gap Loophole

• Women are more affected by weight discrimination and salary penalties than men.

• People of color tend to have higher BMIs than white people, subjecting more POC 
to weight discrimination.

• Allowing weight discrimination to continue gives employers a legal loophole to 
continue to short change women and people of color.



Why Does it Matter?
The Business Case

• With more than 60% of the population considered “overweight” or “obese”, organizations 
would severely limit their resource pool by eliminating people of size as potential 
employees.

• Adding another level of diversity leads to better ideas and alternative viewpoints, both 
indicators of innovation.

• Prejudice in hiring and promotion robs the organization of its most important investment -
Employees’ performance suffers due to low morale and high turnover, resulting in ongoing 
training and retraining expenses.

Source: National Association to Advance Fat Acceptance



Three simple things your organization 
can do to be more Size Friendly!

• Add “size and shape” or “weight and height” to your diversity policy.

• Chairs! Chairs! Chairs!

• Train hiring managers. www.NAAFA.org



Questions?
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